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Introduction | Slido code #OTF
Following your feedback, we are continuing to use Slido and trialling Microsoft Teams. Please visit www.sli.do and enter the 
code #OTF to ask questions & provide us with post event feedback. 

We will answer as many questions as possible at the end of the session. We may have to take away some questions and 
provide feedback from our expert colleagues in these areas during a future forum. You can also ask questions using the normal
chat function.

These slides, event recordings and further information about the webinars can be found at the following location:

https://data.nationalgrideso.com/plans-reports-analysis/covid-19-preparedness-materials

Key topics for this week:

Questions from last week

Business continuity

Demand review and outlook

Costs for last week

Constraints

Inertia Monitoring

FRCR consultation

The road to net zero electricity markets

http://www.sli.do
https://data.nationalgrideso.com/plans-reports-analysis/covid-19-preparedness-materials


Questions from last week
Q: With the technical requirement of Dynamic Containment to require real time monitoring, does NG have any concern that 
about 50% of existing volume will not be eligible from 1 April? When would NG expect to reach the minimum requirement? 

A: Providers have had a six month grace period to meet this requirement, and were clear about this in the final contract terms. 
We expect providers to be preparing to meet this requirement - please contact your contract manager if you any concerns over 
this issue. We are supporting market participants looking to enter the DC market to meet our requirements. We have seen a 
successful first 5 months of the service and anticipate seeing the market continue to grow throughout the year

Q: Can hh inertia volumes and costs be published after the day...even if roughly? 

A: We will look into how we can do this as part of our Transparency Roadmap

Q: Where is the project to forecast / track inertia by Reactive Power ? 

A: Both Reactive Technologies and GE Digital’s Inertia Measurement systems are under development with initial data from the 
GE system expected in April and Reactive in August, following which they will undergo a period of assessment against existing
techniques.

Q: Can more visibility be given about the large amounts of BSAD actions being taken currently? Sometimes these actions are 
setting SIP so having a big impact on the market 

A: Can we get some more details from the asker of this question so that we can look into this. Please send us an email to 
box.NC.Customer@nationalgrideso.com

Q: Do interconnector actions appear as BSAD? 

A: Yes, all the trades we do go into BSAD
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Pandemic Plans 
Activated

Operational 
areas 
restricted & 
critical staff 
protected

Majority of 
employees WFH

Enhanced 
shift rota

Industry 
engagement

Protecting Critical Staff to maintain Critical Operations

Office access for 
essential reasons

Reviewing lessons learnt 
& building into BAU

Awareness of potential for 
local lockdowns/spikes in 
infection

Gradual 
reoccupation

Restrictions to 
operational areas 
relaxed

Identify & respond to system operability challenges

Lockdown

Post-
Pandemic

Pre-Pandemic
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Demand | Latest demand suppression assessment

Estimated overall demand drop over 7 days, up to 6.2% compared to pre-COVID;

Drop over the peak was 3.8%
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Demand | Outturn
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Date
Forecasting 

Point

National 

Demand 

(GW)

Dist. wind 

(GW)

National 

Demand 

(GW)

Triad 

Avoidance 

est. (GW)

N. Demand 

adjusted 

for TA 

(GW)

Dist. wind 

(GW)

24 Feb Evening Peak 38.4 2.4 37.9 0.0 37.9 2.3

25 Feb Overnight Min 20.9 1.7 21.8 n/a n/a 1.9

25 Feb Evening Peak 39.9 1.5 39.7 0.0 39.7 1.2

26 Feb Overnight Min 22.9 1.3 24.1 n/a n/a 0.8

26 Feb Evening Peak 39.3 1.1 39.5 0.0 39.5 0.8

27 Feb Overnight Min 22.3 1.1 23.0 n/a n/a 0.8

27 Feb Evening Peak 37.9 0.4 36.9 0.0 36.9 0.3

28 Feb Overnight Min 22.3 0.4 22.9 n/a n/a 0.4

28 Feb Evening Peak 39.3 0.6 37.9 0.0 37.9 0.6

01 Mar Overnight Min 23.0 0.7 23.5 n/a n/a 0.7

01 Mar Evening Peak 42.8 0.8 41.5 0.0 41.5 0.8

02 Mar Overnight Min 24.4 0.6 24.7 n/a n/a 0.5

02 Mar Evening Peak 43.0 0.5 41.8 0.0 41.8 0.2

FORECAST (Wed 24 Feb) OUTTURN



Demand | Week ahead
Slido code #OTF

Date
Forecasting 

Point

National 

Demand 

(GW)

Dist. wind 

(GW)

Dist. PV 

(GW)

03 Mar Evening Peak 42.1 0.3 0.0

04 Mar Overnight Min 24.4 0.6 0.0

04 Mar Evening Peak 41.8 1.1 0.0

05 Mar Overnight Min 24.6 0.8 0.0

05 Mar Evening Peak 41.4 0.6 0.0

06 Mar Overnight Min 24.1 0.5 0.0

06 Mar Evening Peak 39.3 0.5 0.0

07 Mar Overnight Min 24.4 0.4 0.0

07 Mar Evening Peak 40.5 0.5 0.0

08 Mar Overnight Min 25.5 0.6 0.0

08 Mar Evening Peak 43.0 0.8 0.0

09 Mar Overnight Min 24.1 1.1 0.0

09 Mar Evening Peak 41.8 1.9 0.1

FORECAST (Wed 03 Mar)



ESO Data Portal: 14 days ahead wind forecast
Slido code #OTF

Role 1 Forward Plan Q4 deliverable

• Metered wind (BMU only)

• Current day to 14 days ahead

• Half hourly resolution

Published twice a day:

5am

5pm

https://data.nationalgrideso.com/demand/14-days-ahead-wind-forecasts

Embedded wind & solar forecast is published here:

https://data.nationalgrideso.com/generation/embedded-wind-and-solar-forecasts

https://data.nationalgrideso.com/demand/14-days-ahead-wind-forecasts
https://data.nationalgrideso.com/generation/embedded-wind-and-solar-forecasts
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ESO Actions | Monday 22 February Peak
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ESO Actions | Wednesday 24 February Minimum



Transparency | 22 to 28 February Costs

*Includes operating reserve, STOR, fast reserve, other reserve, negative reserve

Note: AS costs are estimated at this timescale so small discrepancies may be observed
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Transparency | 22 to 28 February Constraints
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Western Link HVDC remains 

out of service



Transparency | February constraints breakdown
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15 February:

Western Link HVDC fault 

coinciding with high wind



Transparency | Forward Look

B2 (SSE - NS) Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21

B6 (SCOTEX)

B7 (SHARN3)

LE1 (SEIMP)
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Scotland 22-Feb 01-Mar 08-Mar 15-Mar 22-Mar 29-Mar 05-Apr 12-Apr 19-Apr

B6 (SCOTEX)

B4 (SSE SP2)

England and Wales 22-Feb 01-Mar 08-Mar 15-Mar 22-Mar 29-Mar 05-Apr 12-Apr 19-Apr

B7 (SHARN3)

(GM SNOW)

LE1 (SEIMP)

Monthly view

B4

B2

B6

B7

GMSNOW



Inertia Monitoring

Two “first of their kind” tools under development:

Reactive Technology GridMetrix Inertia Measurement System 

Design & build of modulator underway

Expect system to go-live August 2021

GE Digital Effective Inertia system (measurement and 24-hour forecasting)

Measurement software installed, first data received for Scotland and under review by GE. Inertia data to be available to review by 

NGESO from April 2021

Forecasting model refinement and testing underway

System go-live August 2021

Extend to full GB as NGET roll out additional PMU devices in 2021.



Are you interested in finding out about how the electricity market is changing and progressing to a zero carbon grid? 

The Markets team in the ESO are running a series of interactive, online events in March, where you will be able to take part in 
focused sessions with subject matter experts on different aspect of electricity market change. 

Find out more and register for the event here

The road to net zero electricity 

markets launch
A strategic overview of how various ESO reforms 

come together to deliver carbon free operation by 

2025.

Tuesday 23rd March 

Market reform insights
Join our experts as they answer questions on how 

we are developing and delivering our market 

initiatives to meet future operability challenges 

Wednesday 24th March 

Code change roadmap to 2025
Discuss and contribute to the view of how net zero 

will drive reform in network codes and charging, 

and how the ESO will facilitate this.

DSO markets
A deep dive into the ESO strategy for facilitating 

DSO markets across the whole electricity system.

Thursday 25th March

Electricity Market Reform: Capacity 

Market and Contracts for Difference
An overview of potential medium term 

developments in policy and the market and how 

the ESO will respond and deliver.

1pm

10am
Net zero market design

An interactive discussion of the challenges in 

redesigning GB electricity markets for net zero.

The road to net zero electricity markets

https://www.nationalgrideso.com/industry-information/balancing-services/road-to-net-zero-electricity-markets/events
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SQSS GR027 | FRCR Consultation
What is SQSS GR027

As part of E3C recommendations the ESO will produce a Frequency Risk and Control Report (FRCR) on the 

cost/risks associated with frequency management.

Methodology consultation ran December-January to establish how the report will be put together.

New consultation on draft report for industry feedback before final submission on 1st April to Ofgem.

Report content

The Report sets out the ESO’s recommendations to apply controls to prevent a frequency event having a defined 

unwanted impact. It also identifies the value of the Accelerated Loss of Mains Change Programme and Dynamic 

Containment in reducing system risk in 2021

The consultation seeks stakeholder views on 4 proposals

The recommendations will for the first time establish a clear benchmark which will allow us to measure the costs 

and risks of frequency control from now and into the future. 

Report consultation

The consultation closes at 17:00 on Friday 12th March, with a specific FRCR webinar on Monday 8th March at 

13:00 to discuss the consultation and draft report in more detail – sign up here to attend the webinar

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/frequency-risk-and-control-report-frcr-consultation-webinar-tickets-142850643119


Q&A

After the webinar, you will receive a link to a survey. We welcome feedback to understand what we are doing 
well and how we can improve the event ongoing.

Please ask any questions via Slido (code #OTF) and we will try to answer as many as possible now. If we are 
unable to answer your question today, then we will take it away and answer it at a later webinar.

Please continue to use your normal communication channels with ESO

If you have any questions after the event, please contact the following email address:

box.NC.Customer@nationalgrideso.com
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